Federalists, Songs, and the Populist Ratification of the Constitution

Despite elitist tendencies of the Federalists they used songs as a way to gain popular support for the Constitution. In order to ensure the ratification of the Constitution, Federalists published and performed songs to create the impression of a national movement towards the ratification of the Constitution.¹ Though they used popular politics, Federalists tended to distrust the people at large and, as David Waldstreicher states, saw republican government “in terms of elite leadership and popular spectatorship.”² Songs were a pithy and memorable way to package political ideas. Often a part of street culture such as parades and festivals, songs were easily learned and spread as well as widely published in newspapers. Their publication and use in public places meant that songs were accessible to people at all levels of American society. The use of songs to create popular support during the ratification process was part of a long tradition of employing songs for political purposes. Ballads and songs had long been a part of British culture and American colonists continued to use political songs in America.³ Throughout the American Revolution, and continuing on into the party years of the nineteenth century, songs filled an important role in the popular political life of early Americans. From the distribution of songs during the New-Hampshire Grand Procession to the printing of songs in various newspapers throughout the American states, songs played an important role in the success of the Constitutional ratification process.

¹ Waldstreicher, In the Midst of Perpetual Fetes, 53-55
Songs were an important part of the Constitution ratification process, but songs were used as a tool for social and political change long before the 1780’s. Ballads formed an important part of British culture. As oral culture, it is difficult to know exactly when ballads became prevalent in Britain, but many ballads can be traced to the fifteenth century. There are numerous examples of English ballads being used for political purposes. One account stated that, “ballad-singers were paid, and stationed at the end of streets, to chant the downfall of the Jacobins…,” another that, the singing of a parliamentarian Civil Wars song in a tavern offended a fellow drinker. These instances of political ballads were not anomalies; the use of ballads for political purposes was a common occurrence in England. One study found evidence of the publication of at least seven hundred ballads dealing with public affairs in England from the 1640’s to the 1690’s. By the seventeenth century political ballads were used extensively throughout Britain. British Americas knew of the efficacy ballads held as political tools, it is therefore unsurprising that ballads became an important part of colonial American politics.

Evolving from the English ballad tradition, the use of political songs and ballads continued in colonial America and were especially important during the Imperial Crisis. Liberty trees and poles became gathering places for America supporters and staging point for parades, feasts, and toasts, each of these events included songs and singing. Revolutionary period street culture created opportunities for people of all races and genders to show support for the
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revolution’s ideals. Whether implemented during a gathering at a liberty pole or a mourning procession for ‘liberty,’ songs were an important part of colonial resistance to British rule. The use of songs was particularly important in the street gatherings which reached multi-ethnic male and female audiences and led to widespread participation. Political songs, with simple melodies and easily remembered lyrics were made to learn and share easily.

Though intended to reach mass audiences, the political messages embedded within songs were clear to Americans. Colonial society took the implications of these messages within songs very seriously. In 1734, the printer of the New-York Weekly Journal was tried for libel because he printed a political ballad. This incident demonstrates how the serious implications political songs could hold. The important meaning of political songs and ballads was not overlooked by colonial audiences. Printed in newspapers or distributed as broadsides throughout the Imperial Crisis and the Revolutionary War, songs and ballads played an important role in street culture. A 1770 broadside entitled, “A New Massachusetts Liberty Song,” stated things like, “We led fair FREEDOM hither” and “torn from a World of Tyrants…We form’d a new Domain, a Land of LIBERTY” This song and many like it, exemplify the predominant themes and ideas used in songs and ballads to inculcate positive feelings towards the American cause.

Songs were not always free-standing works performed in parades and public gatherings, they also appeared in plays. During the Imperial crises, plays served, much like street demonstrations, to instill support for the American cause. The American Company was one of
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the most popular American theatre troupes, performing in New York, Philadelphia, Virginia, and Maryland. The American Company adhered to the prevailing political sentiment of the 1770’s and their final pre-Revolutionary season displayed increasingly anti-British sentiments. The songs and themes found within plays, much like the songs performed in the street, served to spread political messages that were salient in the colonies during the Imperial Crisis and beyond. Whether performed in formal theatre productions or on the street by common people, songs were an important part of the effort to create popular support for the American cause in the years leading up to the American Revolution.

Though songs often served a political end, not all songs contained political themes. The songs printed in the years after the American Revolution focused on a variety of themes and ideas including nature, comedy, love, beauty, and morals. Songs appeared in newspapers throughout the United States with titles like, “A Parisian Song” (which mocked Parisians for drinking too much wine), “Ode to the Month of May,” or “Ode to Modesty.” Whether they served to promote social values like the “Ode to Modesty,” or to simply praise nature, like the “Ode to the Month of May,” songs were a part of the daily lives of Americans. An article that was widely published in newspapers throughout America, speaks of the ways songs appeared in everyday life. In the article, the author comes across a “blind man singing a song of love,” upon
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hearing the song a passing sailor “stopped and purchased a ballad of the blind man.”15 Whether fictional or not, the account of the blind man selling ballads and singing on the street shows how songs appeared within early American society. Songs were learned and spread in many different ways, and often performed in American homes as entertainment. Even if singers had little musical training the simple, short stanzas and melodies and variety of topics allowed for songs to pervade nearly every level of American society.16

Whether used as a political tool or for entertainment, songs diffused into nearly every sphere of American society. Transmitted through print and word of mouth in a time where recording and sharing were nonexistent, songs were at once part of oral and print culture. Because songs circulated widely throughout American culture, they became tools for unification. The act of singing together, especially during public celebrations, allowed people of different economic levels, races, and genders, to unite around a shared idea. Whether singing a song to the beauty of nature or to the downfall of the British crown, singing united people. They were printed, performed, and talked about in many settings including theatres, streets, and homes. As the delegates gathered to begin the task of creating a new constitution in 1787, they operated within a society in which songs played an important role. The delegates knew that songs had long been used in English and colonial American society to enforce social norms, they also knew of the political role songs played in the Imperial Crisis and in maintaining support for the American cause during the Revolution. Equipped with the knowledge of the social and political role songs had played before and during the Revolution, and of the prevalence of songs in the

everyday lives of Americans, Federalists began to utilize songs as the states considered the ratification of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{17}

The Federalists believed in the necessity of a new government, yet the process of creating a new constitution was neither easy nor swift. The experiences of the Continental Congress during the Revolution highlighted what Federalists saw as the fatal flaws of the Articles of Confederation.\textsuperscript{18} One widely published song noted several of the issues faced by Americans under the Articles of Confederation:

\begin{quote}
From Scenes of Affliction-Columbia opprest-
Of credit expiring-and commerce distrest,
Of nothing to do-and nothing to pay-
From such dismal scenes let us hasten away\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}

With pressing debts owed to the French and Dutch governments, a recently suppressed armed rebellion in Massachusetts, a flagging economy, and holding little power to change the Articles, Virginia called the Annapolis Convention in 1786. The Annapolis Convention included only twelve delegates from five states, all who had “unusually strong views about the need for a significantly more powerful central government.”\textsuperscript{20} The Annapolis Convention did not make a quorum, but recommended another convention to consider revisions to the Articles of Confederation meet in May of 1787. Continental Congress belatedly agreed to the Constitutional Convention in February 1787 with the condition that the Convention only discuss amendments to the Articles.\textsuperscript{21}
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The Constitutional Convention assembled in Philadelphia on May 25, 1787. Though the Continental Congress only authorized the Constitutional Convention to amend the Articles, they proposed an entirely new document which was fundamentally different from the Articles of Confederation. The Convention recommended that the, “Constitution be laid before the United States in Congress assembled” and also, “be submitted to a Convention of Delegates, chosen in each State by the People thereof, under the Recommendation of its Legislature, for their Assent and Ratification.” After nine states had ratified the Constitution, the Congress would set a date for the election of the president and for the start of the new government under the Constitution.

The ratification of the Constitution would span from September 17, 1787 to May 29, 1790 when Rhode Island became the last of the original thirteen states to ratify the Constitution. Though the Constitution went into effect by March 4, 1789, the ratification process lasted much longer; the length of the ratification process indicates the amount of contention that raged within the state conventions. As the debates unfolded the assenting and dissenting sides became known as the Federalists and the Antifederalists. The Federalists supported a strengthened national government led by a natural aristocracy and therefore promoted the ratification of the Constitution. Opposing the Federalists, the Antifederalists believed that the Articles should simply be revised and argued that the Constitution gave too much power to the national government. The Antifederalists critiqued the Federalists for favoring the wealthy elite interest and limiting the role of common people on the government. Despite the eventual ratification

of the Constitution, the Antifederalist position had salience during the ratification debates and “had a public referendum been called in 1787 it is unlikely that the Constitution would have been ratified.”

Historians have identified many reasons for the Federalist victory in the ratification struggle; a list which should include the use of popular songs. The Federalists were better organized than the Antifederalists and the Federalists controlled more print outlets. For example, New York City had nine newspapers, eight of which were edited by Federalists. Another important factor in the Federalist success was the people who endorsed their cause. Many Federalist leaders acknowledged the importance of having the right people associated with their cause. George Washington wrote to Henry Knox that, “It is highly probable that the refusal of our Govr and Colo. Mason to subscribe to the proceedings of the Convention will have a bad effect in this State.” Federalist leaders recognized that the lack of support for the ratification of the Constitution by some of the leading men of the American Revolution was injurious to the Federalist cause. Yet the Federalist also had the support of many veteran politicians and war heroes, most notably, George Washington. The strength of the Federalists and Antifederalists varied from state to state. Notable persons wrote for and against the ratification of the Constitution and the print war over ratification was fierce, but the last and most important element of the ratification debate was the utilization of popular political culture through political songs.
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The role Federalist print and personages played in the success of the ratification has been studied extensively, but the Federalist success was due in large part to their utilization of popular street culture and political songs. The Federalists knew the successful history of political songs in America. As one historian stated, “The founding generation drew on music and harmony to create aural representations of national union.” The songs that featured in Federalist organized parades and processions helped create popular support for the Federalist view. Though there is evidence that Antifederalists attempted to utilize street political culture to amass popular support for their cause, the Federalist’s use of street culture was much more successful than the Antifederalists. Federalist planned processions where songs played an important role. Both performed during the processions, and afterward printed and spread throughout the states, songs served as oral and print tools for disseminating Federalist notions. The Federalists were particularly prolific songwriters, their songs appeared throughout American during 1787 and 1788. These songs created a popular movement towards the ratification of the Constitution.

Though some historians argued that American populist political appeals did not appear until the 1790’s, the use of songs and political street culture during the ratification debates show that the Americans appealed to mass politics long before the Jeffersonian era. The political use of songs during the ratification debates was part of a long tradition of using out-of-door festivities, which included songs, in order to achieve political ends. The American Revolution owed a great deal to the ability of common people to organize around outdoor events and resist

British taxes and ideologies. Part of the revolutionary era’s legacy was the songs used in many outdoor political events. The appeal to popular political participation continued to remain prolific during the 1790’s. Closely aligned with the rise of political parties, in the street culture of the 1790’s songs were a staple of popular political life. In 1798 Federalists and Democratic-Republicans engaged in a “singing contest,” and many historians have explored the French and English origins of the songs which Federalists and Democratic-Republicans used to gain popular political support. 33 The use of songs in performance and print by Federalists during the ratification debates is no surprise, given the history of popular political culture in America. Songs were political tools that reached every level of American society; Federalists implemented them in a variety of ways to maximize the impact songs had on the ratification conventions. Often published in newspapers, songs aimed to draw attention to the ratification conventions. Songs were also used as a part of parades which celebrated the successful ratification of the Constitution and created a national push towards ratification.

Newspapers published songs in the months preceding a state’s ratification convention. One of the most extensively published Federalist songs was the “The Grand CONSTITUTION: or, The PALLADUIM of COLUMBIA: a NEW FEDERAL SONG.” First appearing in The Massachusetts Centinel on October 6, 1787, “the Grand Constitution” instructed singers:

With gratitude let us acknowledge the worth,  
Of what the CONVENTION has call’d into birth  
And the Continent wisely confirm what is done
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By FRANKLIN the sage, and by brave WASHINGTON.\textsuperscript{34}

This verse, by linking the Constitution and the Constitutional Convention to Benjamin Franklin and George Washington draws on the celebrity of both men to gain popular support for the Constitution. The chorus of “the Grand Constitution” called for widespread ratification with the line, “unite, boys, unite.”\textsuperscript{35} Other Federalist songs slandered their Antifederalist opponents; one song stated that, “men of might with ranc’rous spite,” had “scatter’d forth…their Antifederal notions” which were,

Supported by some British spy,  
Who secret spreads his money,  
Which makes the Anti-Lawyers speak  
As smooth as any honey.\textsuperscript{36}

By casting Antifederalists as unvirtuous traitors, this song utilized the ideal of republican virtue that was already prevalent in the American consciousness.\textsuperscript{37} Rather than working for the common good, as republican thought upheld, the song cast Antifederalists as avaricious and immoral. Other songs highlighted the compatibility between republicanism and the Constitution. Many songs spoke of the economic gain the Constitution would bring for all Americans, a theme also ubiquitous within Federalist processions. Unlike the Antifederalists in the above song, this song shows that Federalists wanted all Americans to gain wealth. One verse stated:

Then, Men for men, shall each citizen,  
Adopting the New Constitution,  
Behold the increase, in plenty and peace,  
Of riches and same in profusion.\textsuperscript{38}

The above examples demonstrate the many themes and tactics employed by Federalists through the publication of songs in newspapers throughout the United States. Often such songs were
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used in many different states as their ratification conventions neared and republished after the Constitution was ratified in order to maintain popular support.

Federalists used songs during the state conventions, often planning performances and distributing them during parades and other outdoor celebrations. Federalists frequently planned a procession in the weeks following a successful ratification convention; these processions often included a song composed expressly for the occasion. Reaching people of various backgrounds, genders, and races with their large numbers of participants and onlookers, processions spread Federalist ideas. For example, the New York Federal Procession featured approximately 66 different groups of artisans and professionals.\textsuperscript{39} By including many groups in the actual procession as well as the audience, Federalists created the impression that the ratification of the Constitution was part of a popular, national movement towards ratification. An editorial, which preceded a description of the federal procession in Baltimore, demonstrated the Federalist desire to create the feeling that all thirteen states would inevitably accept the Constitution. The author stated that, “[Maryland] has erected the SEVENTH PILLAR, upon which will be reared the glorious fabric of American greatness...,” he continued with, “O! may the happy moment soon arrive when the August temple of Freedom shall be supported by Thirteen Pillars...”\textsuperscript{40}

Federalists did not immediately stop promoting their cause after a state had ratified the Constitution, the success in one state spurred other state’s ratifying conventions. A form of political peer pressure, Federalists published accounts of celebratory processions and parade songs throughout America. These accounts allowed states who had not yet ratified to see the political decisions of their neighbors. The celebrations which followed ratification included widespread participation and created the sense of broad support for ratification. By using
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processions and songs to celebrate one state’s ratification, the Federalists created the impression of the inevitable American acceptance of the Constitution.

Designed to spread the feeling that ratification could not be stopped, accounts of post-ratification processions would not have been as effective without songs. Songs had a powerful immediate effect when sung during processions. The unification of participants and onlookers during the singing of political songs is extremely significant, but songs were also powerful tools when in print. Federalists widely published songs in newspapers as a part of descriptions of outdoor street celebrations. Not only did songs unite the participants processions, the account of the initial singing accompanied by the song allowed distant readers to associate with temporally and geographically removed processions. By reading an account of a celebration and song enacted in Boston, a Virginian could feel associated with the events and people who participated in the Boston celebration. Songs uniquely allowed distant readers to feel connected to the parades and processions. Reading a description of an event allowed a distant reader to visualize the Federalist celebrations in other cities, but without the use of etchings or pictures, these visualizations were necessarily imagined. On the other hand, singing a song performed at a celebration brought the reader a more realistic experience with geographically and temporally distant processions.\textsuperscript{41} The 1787 Fourth of July celebration in Boston featured an “ODE-set to musick by mr. Sleby.” The “Ode to Independence,” was performed by a soloist and chorus consisting of a “select company of singers.” The article also included the verses of the ode.\textsuperscript{42} A reader in New York or Connecticut could both read a description of the Boston celebration and
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sing the song featured in the celebration.\textsuperscript{43} By publishing the songs used in processions, the Federalists ensured that the songs reached more people than if the song was simply allowed to spread organically by people who attended the celebration where the song was first presented. Whether through print or performance, songs were an important part of the ratification debates throughout the United States. The close examination of the ratification process in New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania show the specific ways political songs operated in individual state ratification debates.

When Massachusetts ratified the Constitution on February 6, 1788 many of the leading Federalists believed neighboring New Hampshire would quickly follow. Yet when the New Hampshire convention met in early February 1788 things quickly went downhill. The Federalists, fearing defeat called for the convention to adjourn without voting, claiming they could not vote without consulting their constituents. It would not be till June of 1788 that the New Hampshire convention would meet again.\textsuperscript{44} Several songs appeared in New Hampshire newspapers between the Constitutional Convention and New Hampshire’s ratification. Some of these songs used tunes and imagery from the American Revolution. The use of Revolutionary symbolism created the impression of the Constitution as the natural outgrowth of the Revolution. These songs included a history of the Constitutional Convention sung to the tune of Yankee Doodle. Yankee Doodle was a powerful symbol in early America; it harkened back to the Revolution and American victory over the British.\textsuperscript{45} Another song was entitled, “Our Liberty Tree, A Federal Song” spoke of the loss of the liberty tree and closed with the line, “Our


Constitution confirm—it firmly shall fix, its idol—our Liberty Tree.\(^{46}\) Liberty trees were also important during the Imperial Crisis and Revolution. Epicenters of political activity, liberty trees and poles served as gathering places for American sympathizers. The ‘loss of the liberty tree’ the Federalist song spoke of indicates that without the Constitution, Americans would lose their independence and ability to create political change. Another song published in New Hampshire spoke directly to the ‘federal mechanics.’ The American Revolution caused the view of mechanics to undergo a drastic shift. Once the considered lowly wage laborers, American mechanics became “central components of the new, virtuous republic.”\(^{47}\) Though unusual in its specificity, the federal mechanic song took advantage of the mechanics’ role as the virtuous middle man between the elites and poor. The chorus claimed that mechanics supported ratification when it stated,

> For our roof we will raise, and our song still shall be—
> A government firm and our citizens free.\(^{48}\)

By casting mechanics as supporters of the Constitution, this song used a powerful and admired group to advance the Federalist cause. The songs which appeared in New Hampshire newspapers promoted Federalists’ views. The songs published in New Hampshire were just part of Federalist efforts in that state. The second ratification convention met in June of 1788 and with the help of political maneuverings, New Hampshire did vote to ratify the Constitution on June 21.


On June 28, the Federalists celebrated the ratification of the Constitution in Portsmouth where a “numerous concourse of inhabitants” from Portsmouth and neighboring towns gathered to watch and participate in a Grand Procession.\textsuperscript{49} The parade that unfolded included a full sized ship named “Union” pulled by nine horses, representatives from multiple trades, and a fully operational printing press which was, “employed during the whole procession in striking off and distributing among the surrounding multitude, songs in celebration of the ratification of the federal Constitution by the state of New-Hampshire.”\textsuperscript{50} Here we see a direct connection between songs and processions. Thus, New Hampshire federalists, more than most, utilized the power of songs. The lyrics passed out during the Grand Procession described the American Revolution, in terms of the “NINE,” a reference to the nine states which had ratified the Constitution by June 1788, rather than in terms of the original thirteen colonies:

\begin{quote}
In vain did Britian forge the chain,
While countless squadrons hid the plain
HANTONIA, foremost of the NINE
Defy’d their force and took Burgoyne\textsuperscript{51}
\end{quote}

By speaking of the Revolution as a victory of the nine states who had ratified the Constitution, and associating it with the surrender of British general Burgoyne at Saratoga in 1777, the author made the Constitution into the natural and predestined end of the American Revolution. The “Federal Song” of New Hampshire was also extensively published, appearing throughout the United States. The publication of a song related to ratification in one state was a tool used by Federalists to help people in other states feel that the ratification of the Constitution was inevitable. The songs published throughout New Hampshire’s ratification process and the song
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printed and handed out during the Grand Procession demonstrated the various ways which Federalists used songs to promote the adoption of the Constitution.

While Federalists thought the New Hampshire ratification would be easy and were surprised, there was no surprise at the difficult battle over ratification in New York. One of the most noted Antifederalists, George Clinton, was from New York. The refusal of New York to work with the Continental Congress highlighted the flaws in the Articles of Confederation. By the time the ratifying convention in New York began, ten states had already ratified, meaning that the Constitution would become the nation’s government. Yet as Richard Beeman pointed out, New York’s hostile attitude toward the Constitution “posed a threat to the effectiveness and durability of the new union.” As a commercially powerful state, it was important for the Federalists to ensure that New York ratified the Constitution even though they had already surpassed the nine state required for the adoption of the Constitution. New York was one of the states where Antifederalists took to the streets. On one occasion they celebrated the Fourth of July by burning a copy of the Constitution along with an announcement of Virginia’s ratification.

New York Federalists featured a song in the Grand Federal Procession which followed New York’s ratification. Much like the other post ratification processions this parade included representatives from many different trades, artillery, and a full sized ship called, “Hamilton.” The procession reached a massive audience; it was watched by six or seven thousand people according to contemporary sources. The song composed for New York’s Grand Federal
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Procession was written by Samual Low, a poet and playwright. Entitled “Ode for the Federal Procession,” this song was longer than other songs associated with ratification celebrations. Another interesting part of the “Ode for the Federal Procession” is the way it referred to the other American states. Earlier Federalist songs purposefully emphasized the number of states which had ratified the Constitution in their songs, for example the New Hampshire ratification song refers to “the nine” because only nine states had ratified the Constitution up until that point. The New York ode referred to “ten sovereign states in in Friendship’s league combin’d.” But later stated,

The Fed’rel System, which, at once, unites
The Thirteen States, and all the people’s rights

The song referred to the federal system as unifying thirteen states, though in July of 1788 only eleven states had ratified the Constitution. The reference to the federal system uniting the thirteen states rather than the eleven who had ratified, demonstrated the assumption that now that New York had joined the Union, the remaining two states had little choice but to do likewise.

As New York and New Hampshire’s ratification histories attest, the use of songs within state ratification debates varied, but nearly every state had a post-ratification procession which included a song composed especially for the occasion. The post ratification songs and processions served to create a feeling of national movement towards ratification. Pennsylvania, the second state to ratify the Constitution, shows how Federalists began to manipulate street politics in order to advance their cause. After Pennsylvania’s ratification on December 12, 1787...
a procession was announced for the following day. Yet after the procession Philadelphia papers stated that, “the conduct of our fellow citizens on the late glorious occasion of solemnly proclaiming to the people, the ratification and adoption of the proposed new constitution…does them no honor.” The papers went onto indicate that the many of the judges, justices, state officers, university faculty, militia officers, and citizens supposed to participate in the procession did not even attend.58 The author also noted that, “the common people, I observed, were as inattentive as the others; they did not shew any attention….”59 The first Pennsylvania procession was a resounding failure, perhaps due to factors outside of Federalist control, such as the weather. Regardless of the cause of failure, Federalists planned a second Pennsylvania procession, the makeup of which was very different from the first. On July 4, 1788, the Pennsylvania Federalists made up for the failed earlier procession in grand style. The July Fourth events aimed to celebrate, “the Declaration of Independence…and the establishment of the Constitution or Frame of Government.”60 Unlike the earlier procession, the Grand Federal Procession featured participation from men of all classes. This included the elites of Pennsylvania, but also boat builders, porters, cordwainers, watchmakers, bricklayers, and taylors among many others.61 The first procession included elites, the second included the lower sorts; the first procession was not noted by the inhabitants of Pennsylvania, the second was the subject of articles published throughout the American states. The inclusion of the lower sorts into the second Pennsylvania procession which celebrated the ratification of the Constitution indicates that the Federalists knew the import of having popular support and participation in the ratification process. The Federalists did not neglect songs in the second procession. The song
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composed for the Pennsylvania Grand Federal Procession was written by Francis Hopkinson who was a signer of the Declaration Independence, known supporter of the Constitution, accomplished musician, and author of several articles which contributed to the ratification debates in Pennsylvania. The song Hopkinson composed is similar to many of the Federalist songs used throughout the ratification process; it spoke to American greatness and strength and of future prosperity. One of the most telling verses stated,

My sons for Freedom fought, nor fought in vain;
But found a naked goddess was their gain:
Good government alone, can shew the Maid,
In robes of SOCIAL HAPPINESS array’d

Like many of the Federalist songs, this verse portrayed the Constitution, or good government, as the culmination to the American Revolution. The imagery of the ‘naked goddess,’ or America, who emerged out of the Revolution and who needed ‘good government’ to clothe her evoked popular depictions of America as the classically styled Columbia. The Pennsylvania ratification parades demonstrate an evolution in Federalist strategy concerning their utilization of popular political culture in the ratification debates. Though previously Federalists had been publishing songs that promoted their cause, after the failed December procession they created the July Fourth Grand Federal Procession. This procession became a model for many of the parades which followed ratification in various states. Both the inclusion of lower sorts in the procession itself and the composition and distribution of a song created expressly for the federal procession became hallmarks of federal processions throughout the American states.

As the state ratification conventions began, the Federalists realized that one way to further their cause was to utilize popular political culture, and particularly political songs. The Federalists tapped into a tradition which extended back centuries to England. Through their use
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in colonial politics and the American Revolution, songs had been an integral part of American social and political life for many decades. Whether a simple secular tune or the political songs of the American Revolution, songs were an important part of American society. Federalists used songs in many ways, as freestanding works printed in newspapers and as a part of the highly orchestrated processions which followed the ratification of the Constitution in many states. The last lines of the Hopkinson song sum up Federalist thought best when he stated:

And let the PEOPLE’S Motto ever be,  
“United THUS, and THUS UNITED-FREE”

Songs as a political tool were particularly useful for inspiring unity. The act of singing together allowed people of every class, gender, and race to unify around identical tunes, lyrics, and ideas. Federalists created songs in 1787 and 1788 to ensure that the Constitution received the popular support needed for ratification but the same songs also contributed to the success of the Constitution once implemented. All governments depend upon a population willing to obey the laws it decrees. The American Constitution needed the support not only of elites but also of the general population in order to be successful. A ratified Constitution would mean nothing if the America people did not recognize its authenticity and power. Federalists understood this principle and used the ratification conventions as the ground for creating the popular support for the government they created. The Federalist songs circulated during the ratification process were an important part of the success of the Constitution ratification and establishment of a new and stronger national government.
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